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A B S T R A C T  

 

Evaluating the reliability of loosely coupled Software as a Service through the paradigm of a cluster-

based and non-cluster-based web server is considered to be an important attribute for the service 
delivery and execution. We proposed a novel method for measuring the reliability of Software as a 

Service execution through load testing. The fault count of the model against the stresses of users is 

deployed. A prototype application using Simple Object Access Protocol-based web service is 
developed and the study is carried out over there. The experimental setup, architecture, load testing 

results followed by a comparative study is discussed in this work. It is observed that the reliability of 

the service by using clustered and non-clustered web server degrades after a specific limit of stress 
level execution point. The comparative assessment predicts that the reliability of service by using a 

cluster-based web server is better than the service with a non-cluster based web server. With an 

increase in the stress level of usage in a multi-tenant environment, the service with clustered web 

server delivers better reliability than the service without a clustered web server. The occurrences of 

HyperText Transfer Protocol request failure in the service with a clustered web server is comparatively 

less than its counterpart service without a clustered web server. The study helps in identifying the 
applicability of the method and shows the effectiveness of such deployment. 

doi: 10.5829/ije.2020.33.01a.09 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
The Software as a Service (SaaS) is a deployment way 

for delivering software service to end-users over the 

network. Instead of following the complex strategy of 

developing, installing and configuring software 

modules, the users of SaaS can access the business logic 

(BL) over the internet [1]. The service providers of SaaS 

provide the software modules with access rights to their 

consumers [2, 3]. The users of SaaS can be categorized 

into multi or single-tenant isolated consumers. Although 

SaaS can be accessed from different isolated nodes, the 

demand is comparatively observed in multi-tenant 

services. The users in multi-tenant environment request 

simultaneously the instances of SaaS application that is 

hosted in the shared server. In a multi-tenant 

environment, the end-users can save time and other 
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resources that are primarily required for maintaining 

stand-alone services [4–7]. 

The services of the SaaS platform is provided to 

users of SaaS application along with authentication and 

authorization control, secured communication and data 

storage. The scalability of the SaaS application can be 

achieved through clustered working nodes having 

similar instances of the service. The reliability 

estimation of SaaS execution is an important issue in the 

research community. In this work, a prototype of SaaS 

application with segregation of service layers is 

deployed. The reliability estimation framework, 

recorded HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) fault 

count and failure rate for the deployment of the 

application by using clustered and non clustered web 

server is discussed. The reliability during high stress of 

usage is also evaluated in this study. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
 
In the research community, the way of evaluating the 

reliability of SaaS in a multi-tenant environment is still 

fewer. In the year 2006, Chong had discussed that SaaS 

application can be classified into different levels based 

on scalability, the efficiency of the multi-tenant 

environment and configurability [8]. In the same year, 

Saddik had developed a performance evaluation 

framework by using a paradigm of a service-oriented 

system [9]. The study revealed that quality of service is 

an important perspective for deploying in the public 

domain. In the year 2008, Mietzner et al. had discussed 

the delivery model of SaaS application from the 

perspective of the business domain and industrial 

services [10]. In the year 2010, Chen presented a quality 

evaluation framework for the deployment of SaaS 

applications [11]. However, he did not present the 

reliability aspects of such deployment. In the same year, 

Kang had discussed the importance of service 

integration and virtualization for evaluating the SaaS 

model [12]. However, the experimental arrangement 

and evaluation strategy were not done in his study. In 

the year 2014, Medhi et al. had highlighted the quality 

aspects of service delivery in the paradigm of SaaS 

architecture [13]. The statistical evaluation of the data 

had established the viability of such an estimation. 

However, the importance of reliability using clustered 

web servers was not discussed.  In the same year, 

Candeia et al. had discussed the importance of capacity 

planning for the deployment of SaaS applications. They 

raised that long term and short term capacity planning 

of the deployment machines can lead to profit-making 

for different business modules. They had highlighted 

that the acceptable performance of the SaaS application 

can be achieved through proper capacity planning of 

system design [14]. In the same year, Rahmani et al. had 

carried out a study for developing a reliability 

estimation framework that can be followed for 

interoperable system modules [15]. In the year 2017, 

Sharif et al.  had presented a strategy for the 

management of workflow scheduling in a multi-tenant 

environment [16]. The study had revealed that better 

cost and time complexity of SaaS execution can be 

achieved while satisfying system constraints and 

privacy policy of service delivery. In the year 2017, 

Medhi et al. had presented a quality evaluation 

framework that can be followed if web services are used 

for SaaS deployment [17]. In the year 2018, Gallardo et 

al. had proposed a SaaS adaptation framework that can 

be followed in industries. They had stated that the 

adaptation rate of SaaS can be raised by following well-

established service policies. However, it lacks 

experimental results [18]. Most of the recent study was 

carried out on developing a strategy for evaluating 

service execution [19]. In the year 2018, Ochei et al. 

had presented a cross-case analysis of software 

architecture and process models that are primarily 

necessary for maintaining the trade-off associated with a 

business organization [20]. In the same year, Bora et al. 

had discussed the experimental arrangement and 

reliability assessment of multi service-oriented system 

for a higher load of usages [21]. The applicability of the 

method was validated through statistical analysis. In the 

year 2019,  Kia et al. had proposed a novel hybrid 

methodology based on wireless network protocol [22]. 

They had stated that the performance of service 

execution can be enhanced through their proposed 

system. In the same year, Ahmed et al. had presented a 

novel implication methodology for comparing the SaaS 

performance through scalability measurement [23]. The 

applicability of the study was observed through a 

comparative model based on the experimental 

arrangement. Besker et al. (2019) had discussed a 

review on the importance of technical debt and time 

management policies for the effective delivery of the 

SaaS execution [24]. They had stated that the quality 

products of the system can be achieved through proper 

testing strategy. However, limited studies are observed 

that are carried out with experimental arrangements for 

SaaS execution in the multi-tenant and clustered web 

server. The novelty of the study can be observed in the 

way the SaaS is deployed with segregation of service 

layers and the evaluation of reliability while deploying 

it through load balancing clustered (LBC) and the 

nonLBC web server. 
 
 

3. SYSTEM DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 

A novel system is designed and deployed by segregating 

the services of SaaS into the consumer layer, parent 

layer, service layer, and database layer. Each layer is 

responsible for doing a specific job. The consumer layer 

is the presentation layer for a graphical user interface 

(GUI). It contains design standards for the end-users. 

The parent layer works as a mediator between the 

consumer layer and the service layer. It is the broker for 

the service layer. It validates the communication 

received from multi-tenants. The service layer is the 

actual execution of the BL. The mathematical model 

that is required for functional operation is deployed 

here. The database layer is responsible for database 

transaction management. The database operation is 

handled by this layer. The four layers work together to 

satisfy the request received from multi-tenant machines. 

The architecture of the SaaS application is deployed in a 

server machine with clustered and non clustered 

configurations. The clustered web server has two 

working nodes, each containing the instances of the 

SaaS architecture. It also contains a load balancer that 

handles the request among working nodes. The load 

balancer periodically checks the existence of each 
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worker. If in any situation, a working node fails in  

processing instructions, the request of the end-user is 

redirected to other working nodes. Thus, the end-user 

will get a valid response from the SaaS application. The 

layers are kept independent of each other. As such, the 

coupling of modules is reduced. The consumer layer, 

parent layer and service layer is developed by using web 

service (WS) technology of JAX-WS with Java 

programming language. The database layer contains a 

database mapping of 15000 records of clinical health 

data. A mapping among disease and medicines is 

prepared for the system [25]. The multi-tenant of the 

SaaS is generated by using Mercury LoadRunner ersion 

8.0 [26]. The tenants of the SaaS access the system 

simultaneously. Each execution set of tenants causes the 

invocation of HTTP request that in turn generates the 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) request for 

SaaS application. The testbed is configured by using the 

Mercury LoadRunner. It records the HTTP request 

made and failed during the execution of the SaaS 

application. The architecture of system design for SaaS 

application deployment is shown in Figure 1 below. The 

assessment framework for estimation of reliability of 

such deployment is developed and shown by using a 

flowchart in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1. The architecture of system design for SaaS 

application deployment 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Flowchart for evaluating the reliability of SaaS 

using LBC and nonLBC web server 

4. EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
This section highlights the recorded system metrics by 

considering the HTTP request passed, failed and their 

failure rate against different stresses of usages while 

deploying SaaS by using clustered and non clustered 

web servers. The SaaS model is executed for the stress 

of usage for 50,100, 500, 800, 900, 1000, 1500, and 

1800 system-generated virtual users (VU). A test case is 

developed that can retrieve data from the data store 

through a SaaS model. The system metrics such as total 

HTTP requests made along with the failed HTTP 

request out of the requested HTTP are recorded for the 

study. A user entry schedule of 1 user with a think time 

of 15sec is created by using a load testing tool Mercury 

Load Runner. The entire SaaS model is executed under 

this schedule. The schedule executes stress gradually 

over the SaaS model. Once all users enter the system, 

the test environment is set to run for 5 minutes for 

steady-state. Then all users exist from the test 

environment simultaneously. To observe how the SaaS 

behaves beyond its capacity, the system is executed up 

to 1800 user level. The recorded transaction responses 

are shown in Table 1. It is observed that with an 

increase in stress level, the HTTP request made is 

increasing gradually in both cases. However, the  HTTP 

requests made by SaaS application by using LBC web 

server are observed to be comparatively higher than the 

LBC webserver. Since in LBC web server, the overhead 

of HTTP processing for specific BL is distributed 

among the clustered working nodes, for which the 

number of HTTP request that processed is sufficient for 

that stress level. In the case of SaaS in non LBC, it is 

observed that for the stress level of 900, a total of 48525 

HTTP requests are generated and a total of 15251 HTTP 

requests are observed to be failed. The failure of the 

HTTP request is observed to be increasing gradually 

with SaaS in the non LBC web server. 

 

 
TABLE 1. A comparative recorded metrics of SaaS using 

LBC and Non LBC web server (Total HTTP request: THR, 

Failed HTTP request: FHR, Failure Rate FHR/THR (%): FR) 

Test 

Case 

Stress 

Level 

SaaS in Non LBC  SaaS in LBC 

THR FHR FR  THR FHR FR 

Data 
retrieval 

50 366 0 0  284 0 0 

100 978 0 0  656 0 0 

500 14863 0 0  12598 0 0 

800 35924 0 0  19546 0 0 

900 48525 15251 0.31  47659 0 0 

1000 55082 17877 0.32  53275 0 0 

1500 121226 79650 0.65  62975 0 0 

1800 211675 170862 0.81  122616 42136 0.34 
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However, in the case of SaaS in the LBC web server, a 

total of 47659 HTTP requests are generated. In this 

case, no failure record is observed. For the stress level 

of 1800, the SaaS with the LBC web server has 

executed a total of 122616 HTTP requests. In this case, 

a total of 42136 HTTP requests are observed to be 

failed. 

To observe the failure distribution of SaaS by using 

LBC and non LBC web server, a 30 repetitive execution 

of the test environment is performed. For the stress level 

of 900 users of  SaaS in a non LBC web server, a data 

sample of 30 records is observed and evaluated. 

Similarly, the data sample is also prepared for the stress 

level of 1800 users of SaaS in the LBC web server. The 

histogram of the recorded data sample is prepared and 

shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 3 depicts that for 

SaaS in a non LBC web server, the highest HTTP fault 

count lies with the ranges from 13171 to 17339. 

Similarly, Figure 4 depicts that for the LBC web server, 

the highest HTTP fault count lies with the ranges from 

40529 to 43753. The histogram shows the existence of a 

single peak value in both cases. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Histogram of fault count against 900 VU using SaaS 

in non LBC web server 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Histogram of fault count against 1800 VU using 

SaaS in LBC web server 

As such, the normality of the failure record can be 

assumed. To better understand the distribution of 

recorded fault count, the normal probability plot (NPP) 

is drawn for both the cases.The NPP of data sample is 

shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.  

 

 

5. RELIABILITY OF SaaS 
 

The reliability of SaaS is defined as the valid execution 

of the service during its execution period in a multi-

tenant environment [27–29]. The reliability of SaaS by 

using LBC and nonLBC web servers is evaluated 

through the fault count model (FDM) [27]. From Table 

1 it is observed that the SaaS execution in non LBC 

server is showing a valid response up to the execution of 

800 tenants. However, the SaaS execution in the LBC 

server is showing valid response upto execution of 1500 

tenants. As such, strong reliability can be assumed. 

However, the SaaS execution for 900 tenants by using 

non LBC server and 1800 tenants by using the LBC 

server, the reliability is estimated by using Equation (1). 

RSaaS = e-at  (1) 

Here, RSaaS is the reliability of SaaS execution, ‘a’ is the 

rate of failure during the execution of SaaS in a multi- 

 

 

 
Figure 5. NPP of fault count against 900 VU using SaaS in 

non-LBC web server 

 

 
Figure 6. NPP of fault count against 1800 VU using SaaS in 

LBC web server 
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tenant environment and ‘t’ is the observation time 

duration. In this study, the value of ‘t’ is taken to be 1, 

as the observation of SaaS execution is made for one 

day. As such, for 900 tenants by using non LBC web 

server, the ‘a’ is recorded to be 0.31. For 1800 tenants 

by using LBC web server, the ‘a’ is recorded to be 0.34. 

Using Equation (1), RSaaS for 900 tenants is evaluated to 

be 0.73 and RSaaS for 1800 tenants is evaluated to be 

0.71. As such, for SaaS by using non LBC web server, it 

will serve 73% of incoming request in a multi-tenant 

environment of 900 consumers. For SaaS by using the 

LBC web server, it will serve 71% of incoming requests 

in multi-tenant environment of 1800 consumers. In 

other cases, the SaaS application can generate an 

erroneous response to end-users. 

 
 

6. OVERALL EVALUATION OF SaaS EXECUTION 
 

The SaaS application is showing a valid response in a 

multi-tenant environment by using both clustered and 

non clustered webs server. The execution of SaaS in non 

LBC web server is observed to be stable up to 800 

tenants of the service. However, in the case of SaaS 

with an LBC web server, it is stable upto 1500 tenants 

of service. Beyond that stress of usages level, the SaaS 

is generating invalid response against the incoming 

requests. For SaaS in non LBC web server, the failure 

records are observed at 900 tenants of the service. It had 

generated 48525 requests and out of them, 15251 

requests were failed. However, in the case of SaaS with 

the LBC web server, it is recorded against 1800 tenants 

of the service. It had generated 122616 requests and out 

of them, 42136 requests were failed. The interpretation 

of histogram and NPP reveals the normality of the 

recorded fault count.The normal distribution of the SaaS 

application is observed in both cases. The strong 

reliability of SaaS can be achieved up to 800 and 1500 

for non LBC and LBC web server, respectively. Beyond 

that, the reliability of SaaS degrades. For 900 tenants of 

the service with non LBC web server, the reliability of 

SaaS is estimated to be 0.73. For 1800 tenants of the 

service with an LBC web server, the reliability of SaaS 

is estimated to be 0.71. So, the moderate response of 

SaaS execution can be achieved in a multi-tenant 

environment. The overall evaluation and assessment of 

the SaaS execution in a multi-tenant environment 

predict that the SaaS with the LBC web server provides 

better reliability than SaaS without the LBC web server. 

The strong stability of service delivery can be achieved 

through SaaS with the LBC web server. 
 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

A novel methodology is proposed for estimating and 

evaluating the deployment of SaaS application by using 

non LBC and LBC web server. The applicability of 

SaaS execution is observed in both cases. The 

segregation of service layer for the deployment of SaaS 

application in the LBC web server imputes better 

reliability than its counterpart deployment by using a 

nonLBC web server. In a multi-tenant environment, the 

strong reliability for SaaS in the non LBC web server is 

recorded up to 800 simultaneous consumers. However, 

the strong reliability for SaaS in the non LBC web 

server is recorded up to 1500 simultaneous consumers. 

Both deployment techniques generate system failure 

after specific usages of tenants. However, the 

distribution of recorded failure is observed to be normal 

in both cases. Form the overall assessment it can be 

concluded that, with an increase in the stress level of 

usage, the rate of failure of SaaS with  the LBC web 

server is comparatively lower than the SaaS without the 

LBC web server. A better reliable and stable 

information retrieval system can be achieved for a 

multi-tenant environment. However, in this work, the 

performance aspects of such deployment are not 

discussed. As part of our future work, we propose to 

study the quality of service for performance metrics of 

SaaS execution for a multi-tenant environment. 
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 چکیده

 

و  یابر خوشه یسرور وب مبتن یک یمپارادا یقاز طر یسسرو یکافزارها کامالً همراه به عنوان نرم یناناطم یتقابل یابیارز

 یتقابل یریگاندازه یبرا یدروش جد یکشود. ما یمحسوب م یسسرو یارائه و اجرا یمهم برا یژگیو یک، یاخوشه یرغ

مدل در برابر استرس کاربران  یها. تعداد گسلنمودیم یشنهادتست بار پ یقطر از یسسرو یافزار به عنوان اجرانرم نانیاطم

ساده ساخته  یبه ش یبر پروتکل دسترس یوب ساده مبتن یسبا استفاده از سرو یهبرنامه نمونه اول یکمستقر شده است. 

یسهمطالعه مقا یکش بار و به دنبال آن یآزما یج، نتای، معماریشیعه آزماشود. مجمویشده است و مطالعه در آنجا انجام م

شده پس از  یبندگروه یرو غ یابا استفاده از سرور وب خوشه یسسرو یناناطم یتکار بحث شده است. قابل یندر ا یا

 یکبا استفاده از  سیسرو یناناطم یت. بعالوه قابلیدمشاهده گرد یافتهسطح استرس کاهش  یاز نقطه اجرا یحد مشخص

یم ینیبپیش یقیتطب یابیاست ارز یاخوشه یرسرور وب غ یک یدارا یهایسبر خوشه بهتر از سرو تنیوب سرور مب

 یبهتر یناناطم یتقابل یابا وب سرور خوشه یسچند مستأجر، سرو یطمح یکسطح استرس استفاده در  یشگردد. با افزا

 Hyper پروتکل انتقال پروتکل یتعدم موفق عکند. وقویدار فراهم مخوشهسرور وب  یکبدون  یسسرو یننسبت به ا

Text  است.  یاخود بدون داشتن سرور وب خوشه یهمتا یسنسبتاً کمتر از سرو یاوب سرور خوشه یکبا  یسدر سرو

 . دهدیاستقرار را نشان م ینچن یکند و اثربخشیبودن روش کمک م یکاربرد ییمطالعه به شناسا ینا
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